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ABSTRACT To enhance the tracking performance of illegal audio copies, we introduce a robust audio

fingerprinting method against various attacks in this paper. Most audio fingerprints consist of the information

in the frequency band of audio. These fingerprintingmethodsmay lose the uniqueness of the audio fingerprint

by irregular movement such as an attack with pitch value changes. The proposed fingerprint method in

a fundamental frequency band makes up for the weakness of existing methods generated from frequency

domain. Using the geometrical property of the proposed method, a new hashing method is employed in

the similarity calculation process to compare the audio contents. In order to prove the validity of proposed

algorithm, we experiment for six environments such as tempo, pitch, speed modification, noise addition,

low pass filter and high pass filter. The proposed method shows the highest level of performance in

most experimental environments. Especially, with respect to the tempo, pitch, and speed manipulation

experiments, the proposed method archives the precision rate of the range from 95 to 100% according to the

degree ofmanipulation, which compares favorablywith the precision rate obtained by traditional approaches,

and yields a precision rate between 85 and 100% in noise addition and filtering experiments.

INDEX TERMS Audio fingerprint, FFMAP, SAH, frequency band separation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, media platforms such as YouTube have been grow-

ing at a fast rate, in the distribution and sharing of media

contents. Also, a lot of content can be easily searched, espe-

cially audio contents [1]. This makes being able to access and

enjoy the desired contents easily through various platforms,

but causes many problems like illegal copies simultaneo-

usly [2]. Copyright infringement of audio data is a rep-

resentative example. As the illegal use and the prohibited

distribution of contents are constantly increasing, studies are

ongoing to protect the copyright of the original audio and

to detect illegally used data [3]–[5]. Today, anyone is able

to easily copy and distribute audio content accessed on the

internet. Moreover, if a manipulation aiming at deterring

any detection is applied to the audio file, the uncovering

of illegal use becomes difficult. Therefore, the necessity of

copyright protection technology for audio data comes to the

fore. The representative techniques to ensure the copyright
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of audio contents are audio watermarking [6], [7], and audio

fingerprinting [8]–[11]. The audio fingerprint is the unique

information that can represent a certain audio data. TheAudio

fingerprinting technique makes it possible to track pirates

compared to the original in the database with this audio

fingerprint.

The most audio fingerprinting methods employ frequency-

based information from audio data to generate feature points

to be used as audio fingerprints [12], [13]. However, the com-

ponents of the frequency band can be changed irregularly

when the speed or pitch manipulation occur in the original

audio data.With the great potential, the audio fingerprints that

are combined from these irregularly shifted frequency values

cause the possibility of incorrect audio matching. The match-

ing time is another remarkable point in existing methods.

Given a short audio input or a small number of original audios

stored in the database being compared, audio matching time

may not be a big consideration. Conversely, short matching

time is a very important technique when given large audio

input or when searching among sufficiently large amounts

of data is required. In addition, the lack of a techniques that
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allows components such as pitch to change in accordance

with the manipulated audio to enable fast retrieval is also a

problem.

To improve the performance of the audio fingerprinting,

a fingerprint should capture and characterize the essence

of the audio content. In this paper, we present an audio

fingerprint method which is robust against various attacks.

The fundamental frequency components are extracted and

provided to preserve the majority of the audio’s charac-

teristics more effectively than STFT-based spectral peaks.

The extracted components were matched with the frame-

fundamental frequency domain and used to compose a fun-

damental frequency map (FFMAP). We employed a new

hashing method named spatial adaptive hashing (SAH) in

the similarity calculation process, to compare the audio con-

tents. The method is able to compute optimal embedding

along manipulated audio data so that correct similarity infor-

mation is obtained between objects. In order to demon-

strate the superiority of the proposed algorithm, we carried

out comparison tests matching time and the performance

with existing methods such as the quad-based method of

Sonnleitner and Widmer [14], in addition to the method we

proposed. The proposed method shows the highest level of

performance in most experimental environments. Especially,

with respect to the tempo, pitch, and speed manipulation

experiments, the proposed method archives the precision rate

of the range from 95 to 100% according to the degree of

manipulation, which compares favorably with the precision

rate obtained by traditional approaches, and yields a precision

rate between 85 and 100% in noise addition and filtering

experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-

duces researches on existing audio fingerprinting technology.

Section 3 discusses FFMAP and SAH,which are the key parts

of the proposed method. Section 4 presents the experiment

description and results, and then discusses and concludeswith

Sections 5 and 6.

II. RELATED WORK

To satisfy several practical requirements [15] for a suc-

cessful audio fingerprinting system, various methods have

been proposed [16]–[18]. Among the various approaches,

‘Shazam’ is the best-known public algorithm among studies

about audio fingerprinting [17]. It uses spectrogram peaks

as the local key points of an audio stream. It then gen-

erates a local descriptor using certain pairs of these key

points. The local descriptor is based on the time differ-

ence between two adjacent peaks as well as their frequen-

cies. The extracted fingerprints are highly robust to audio

compression, foreground voices, and other types of noise.

However, because of the nature of the descriptors, the algo-

rithm is vulnerable to pitch or tempo manipulations. Based

on the idea of Shazam, Pan et al. (2011) [18] proposed a

local energy centroid for generating an audio fingerprint.

Jiang et al. (2013) [19] proposed real-time peak-discovering

method for audio fingerprinting.

FIGURE 1. The way to extract Quad-based audio fingerprint. The actual
hash of the quad was given by C’ and D’, and was stored as a
four-dimensional point (C’x, C’y, D’x, D’y) [14].

Sonnleitner and Widmer (2015) [14] use a compact four-

dimensional, continuous hash representation of quadruples of

points called ‘‘quads’’, as shown in Fig. 1. We will take this

as our reference method in the present paper, because it is the

latest publication on this topic, and it reports high precision

results for a certain range of speed and noise manipulation.

Most audio fingerprinting algorithms applied approaches to

extract audio fingerprint from spectrograms [16]–[22].

While most audio fingerprinting algorithms applied

approaches to extract audio fingerprint from spectrograms,

several studies captured and characterized the essence of

the audio content from other domain instead of spectro-

grams [20]. Google uses an image processing technique to

extract audio features from audio signals [22]. The STFT

(Short Time Fourier Transform) converts a signal in the time

domain into a signal in the time domain into the frequency

domain to generate a spectral image. The wavelet trans-

form is applied to the generated image to extract the top-t

wavelet coefficients. A fingerprint is generated by obtaining

a binary vector of the extracted top-t wavelets. This method

uses hashing to efficiently use memory and provides robust

performance against noise. Kim and Kim (2014) [20], based

on the idea underlying Wang’s method [17], proposed a

method for extracting audio fingerprints from the modulated

complex lapped transform, which improved the robustness

of audio fingerprinting in an actual noisy environment. The

authors extracted MCLT-based spectral peaks which preserve

the majority of the sound’s peaks more effectively. They

showed that this approach is computationally efficient, and

delivers high identification accuracy through experiments.

Zhang et al. (2020) [21] proposed an audio retrieval method

tomodify both the fingerprinting and thematching to improve

robustness against noise interference. The authors obtained a

specific fingerprint from the intrinsic silent segments in both

template and test audio in order to reduce the random bit

errors caused by the noise. To match audio files, they divided

the searching window into several segments for precise com-

parison between the template audio and the test audio.

III. AUDIO FINGERPRINTS BASED ON FFMAP

Audio fingerprinting technology is defined as extracting

features from the original audio to generate unique infor-

mation of the audio file and verifying copyright infringe-

ment. In order to be an ideal audio fingerprinting system,
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several conditions must be satisfied. The conditions are as

follows [8].

- Accuracy: Accurate identification ability

- Reliability: Query audio must exist in a database for

reviewing copyrights.

- Robustness: Accurate identification, despite external

attacks such as compression, distortion and interference,

should be possible.

- Security: It should be able to prevent the act of avoiding

fingerprint detection through manipulation and deformation.

- Scalability: It has to have the high performance in the

database of the large scale.

- Complexity: The efficient computing cost should be had

in performing the algorithm.

Among the above conditions, this study prioritized satisfy-

ing ‘accuracy’, ‘robustness’ and ‘scalability’. In other words,

it focuses on precisely identifying the source of audio using

the characteristics of the audio fingerprinting method based

on fundamental frequency and ensuring the fast search time

in a large amount of data by using the new hashing search

method. Most audio fingerprinting algorithms, on the other

hand, are implemented with satisfactory granularity. In this

case, when the length of the audio query is short, a smooth

search is performed. However, if the entire audio needs to be

examined, the feature size becomes large and the audio iden-

tification is not done properly. In this study, we limit the audio

input to almost half the length of the audio. This is to ensure

that there is no problem in matching speed or performance in

extracting and comparing feature values even if the input size

of the audio is large enough.

A. COMPARISON WITH GENERAL STUDIES

Most studies of audio fingerprinting techniques perform

Fourier transform on audio data, generate spectrograms in

the time-frequency band, and the extract audio fingerprints by

defining local maximums as local feature points of audio. The

audio fingerprint generated through this process have unique-

ness to the original audio, but the fingerprint is changed irreg-

ularly when the manipulation of components such as pitch or

speed of the audio is applied. This is because local feature

points in the frequency band cause irregular movement when

the pitch manipulation is occurred as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The

fingerprint value generated from irregularly shifted frequency

value may also be irregular. Alternatively, (b) of Fig. 2 is an

example of the distribution of local feature points in the time-

fundamental frequency band of audio. In this method/band,

even if the pitch of the audio modified, the fundamental

frequency values generally move vertically. These character-

istics can be used to design audio fingerprinting systems that

resist a variety of attacks, including pitch and speed changes.

We present the audio fingerprinting algorithm generated

from fundamental frequency band in our previous study [23].

This paper includes the experiments on various attack con-

ditions such as the manipulation of pitch, tempo and speed

and noise insertion. Such manipulations make most of the

feature points of audio in fundamental frequency band shifted

FIGURE 2. The distribution of feature points from original audio and
manipulated audio. (a) Local maxima comparison between an original
audio with the 3 key down audio. (b) Fundamental frequency comparison
between the original audio with the 3 key down audio [23].

regularly. However, it is difficult to apply this characteristic

of the fundamental frequency-based fingerprint to an attack

that manipulates not the entire audio but only a specific part

of the audio.

In this section, we present a fingerprinting method to

reinforce the performance of existing audio fingerprinting

for attacks that induce changes only in specific frequency

ranges such as low pass filter and high pass filter. Fig. 3 is

a simplified flow chart of the process of extracting an audio

fingerprint. When the input audio data comes in, it enters

the fingerprint extraction step. Each input audio is divided

into audio having low frequency information and that having

high frequency information through a low pass and a high

pass filter. The cutoff frequency whose the filter is applied to

audio in the experiments is set to 1000Hz. This is the middle

point of the fundamental frequency range to be extracted,

as described in Section 3.3. Therefore, a low fingerprint and

a high fingerprint are finally extracted for one audio.

When unlabeled audio is given as an input, it goes through

the same fingerprint extraction process as in Fig. 3. The

audio fingerprint pre-extracted from the original audio is

VOLUME 8, 2020 172345
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FIGURE 3. The extraction procedure of low/high frequency fingerprints.

stored in the database and then used as a similarity calcu-

lation with the audio fingerprint extracted from the unla-

beled audio. After performing the similarity calculation,

matched audio is returned for data satisfying the matching

condition.

B. FEATURE EXTRACTION

The sound has the property of having to each frequency.

There are very low frequency areas that are not heard by

people, and there are high frequency areas that can hurt

your ears. There are many characteristics in the frequency

domain included in music. We extract the characteristics of

music in the frequency range from 100 to 2000Hz among

the frequency ranges of music. This frequency range includes

from the very low notes of the instrument to the sound of

instrument and the vocals, which people feel comfortable

listening to except for the very high note of vocals and

instruments. In order to extract the characteristics of audio

accurately, it is necessary to remove the voiceless sounds

from the audio. The voiceless sound is a signal of non-period,

so if the periodicity of a particular section is not periodic,

that section is judged to be a voiceless sound section and

removed. Normalized autocorrelation is used as a method to

investigate the periodicity of the certain section. The value

of normalized autocorrelation is greater than or equal to

the threshold it is determined as a periodic signal. And the

threshold is set to 0.55 in our experiment. The equation of

normalized autocorrelation is as follows:

Rs(l) =
∑

i

s[i] × s[i− l] (1)

E(x) =
∑

i

∣

∣

∣
x[i]2

∣

∣

∣
(2)

Normalized autocorrelation =
Rs(l)√

E(s[n])×E(s[n− 1])
(3)

where R is autocorrelation function, and S and E are time

series signal and the energy of the signal, respectively.

The voiceless sounds are removed from the input audio

and their values match to zero. On the other hand, in case

FIGURE 4. The example of fundamental frequency map (FFMAP) has
x-axis as the number of frames of audio and the y-axis as the frequency
value. Here, the white part has the value of 1 while the black has the
value of 0 [23].

of voice sound, the value is matched with the corresponding

frequency value where the normalized autocorrelation has the

largest value in the range of 100 to 2000Hz.

C. FFMAP

Once all section have been matched to their frequency values,

they are mapped to a new two-dimensional space. The newly

constructed two-dimensional space has x-axis as the number

of frames of audio and the y-axis as the frequency value.

We call this the FFMAP, which constructed by Eq. (4).

FFMAP(framei, frequencyi) = 1, otherwise = 0 (4)

The example of FFMAP is as shown in Fig. 4.

The frequency values matched to generate an audio finger-

print are mapped in order to the FFMAP. Since the height of

FFMAP is a frequency value, the range of the value is always

constant from 100 to 2000Hz. However, its width is propor-

tional to the length of the audio. This mean that the FFMAP

is asynchronous to the same two music when the change in

music length is applied. Therefore, we add the process of

normalizing the width of FFMAP to keep the same music in

synchronization. An affine transform is used as normalization

method whose expression is as follow in Eq. (5) and cubic

spline interpolation is used as an interpolation method.

I (x, y)

(

w 0

0 H

)

= I∗(x, y) (5)

where I is an original image, I∗ is a scaled image, and w and

H are the width and the height of the music. The w is set to

2000 in our experiment.

D. AUDIO RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

The purpose of retrieval systems is returning a set of objects

whose similarity are close to a query object. Thus, it is
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FIGURE 5. The examples of an extracted fingerprint and a shifted fingerprint manipulated with pitch. (a) An original vector and original
random planes (b) The distribution of a shifted vector (c) Shifted random planes along the shifted vector.

significantly important to define the similarity between

objects in the retrieval system. Representative methods for

obtaining such similarities are Euclidean distance, Manhattan

distance, Cosine similarity, and others. However, these meth-

ods calculate the distances of all the stored data pairs, the sim-

ilarity review of those is very time-consuming process.

Hashing techniques enable the system to fast compare

similarity between numbers of objects [24]–[27]. It evalu-

ates the similarity between i-th and j-th objects by calcu-

lating Hamming distance based on generated binary hash

codes. The calculated Hamming distance can be closely

approximated to distance between the two hash codes, vector,

zi and zj. Assuming an audio fingerprint defined in section

3.4 is extracted from audio data, it can be distributed as shown

in Fig. 5 (a). The X axis and Y axis of this extracted vector are

time and pitch of the audio, respectively. If pitch and tempo

are changed by manipulating the original audio, the Y axis

is shifted as in Fig. 5 (b). Similarity calculated by Euclidean

distance method of the original vector and the manipulated

vector is different even though the two vectors have similar

shapes in 2-D space. That is, when conventional hashing

methods are used, the similarity is decreased in these condi-

tions. The reason is that when generating the hash code form

the shifted vector, the original plane is used in the sameway as

original vector. Therefore, to consistently generate hash codes

despite manipulated audio data, an audio retrieval system

needs the planes that can shift along the shifted vector as

shown in Fig. 5 (c). This research proposes Spatial Adaptive

Hashing method which is able to compute optimal embed-

ding along manipulated audio data so that correct similarity

information between objects. This can closely approximate

Pearson’s correlation coefficient which is a measure of the

linear correlation between two variables X and Y .

z1×l = x1×n · wn×l −

(

n
∑

i=1

wil × µx

)

(6)

h1×l = T (z1×l) (7)

where x and w are an input vector and random planes referred

as hash function. Also, µx and n are the average of the input

vector x and the length of x vector. Here, a function, given

as if x > 0 T (x) = 1 and otherwise T (x) = 0, is applied to

TABLE 1. Retrieval speed comparison between the methods.

convert an input vector to a binary vector. The hash functions

of the equation adaptively generate hash codes of length 1× l

along the average of the input vectors. Where l is the length

of generated hash code. Based on preliminary experiments,

we set l to 200 for fingerprint that is a 2000-dimensional input

vector.

The fingerprint vector x extracted from FFMAP is con-

verted to the binary hash code h by Eq. (6) and Eq. (7).

After converting audio objects to hash codes, the similarity

between two audio objects op and oq is replaces by the

calculation of the hamming distance between the generated

200-dimensional hash codes as follows:

d(op,oq) = dh(hp, hq) (8)

dh =
l
∑

i=0

∣

∣

∣
h(i)p − h(i)q

∣

∣

∣
(9)

where dh is hamming distance between two hash codes.

Fig. 6 (a) and (b) show constructing a hash table and

calculating similarity through SAH.

The benefit of such hashing algorithm is to improve

retrieval speed. To verify the performance of SAH, we com-

pare the method with other methods in Tab. 1 in terms of

matching time. From now on, the FFMAP fingerprinting

method with Pearson’s correlation coefficient is called the

None method [23].

The average time of Quad-based method for calculat-

ing similarity between the databases with one audio is

about 630ms. When similarity is calculated using the None

method, the average time is about 230ms. Meanwhile,

the retrieval speed of SAH method takes 23 times as fast

as the None method and 63 times as fast as Quad-based

method. Therefore, the proposed hashing algorithm consid-

erably improve matching time as compared to the other

methods.
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FIGURE 6. The algorithm of creating SAH tables. (b) The algorithm of
calculating SAH similarity.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the performances of proposed

FFMAP based audio fingerprinting method. We compare the

performance with Quad-based method and None method.

Son et al. [23] is the method of fingerprint generation in

the fundamental frequency band of the original data, and it

use Pearson’s correlation score as an audio matching method.

For convenience, the methods proposed by Sonnleitner et al.

(2015) [14] and Son et al. [23] are called quad-based and

none respectively. In this paper, the data to be used as an

input audio is the entire audio. Thus, it is not appropriate

to proceed performance comparison with audio fingerprint-

ing method such as Shazam with a short length of input

data.

The dataset used in the experiments consists of 100 audios.

The original audio data are genre-insensitive, and the length

of them is a minute, the sampling frequency is 8000Hz on

a mono channel. The experimental environments are largely

defined as 1)tempo manipulate, 2)pitch manipulate, 3)speed

manipulate, 4)noise addition, and 5)filtering. Performance

comparisons are proceeded in all environments for the quad-

based and None methods. Among these, experimental envi-

ronments 1), 2), 3), and 4) are some of the conditions defined

in the papers that proposed theQuad-basedmethod, and 5) are

the condition which is additionally introduced in this paper.

The proposed method classifies the same audio if the

hamming distance is less than or equal to 80 when the hash

code length l is 200. In the case of None method, it deter-

mines same audio if the Pearson’s correlation value is greater

than or equal to 0.4 in the similarity calculation. Thematching

criteria between audio fingerprints used in the Quad-based

method is different.

Precision is used as an index for evaluating the perfor-

mance of the algorithm. The tp and fp used to express pre-

cision are confusion matrix elements. The tp (true positive)

signifies the number of times that data with True value

is classified as True by classification model, and fp (false

positive) means the number of times that data with False value

is determined as True by classification model. Therefore,

precision is the ratio of what the model classifies as True

to what is actually True. When applied to the corresponding

algorithms, it implies the ratio of well-matched times of total

matching times. Precision can be expressed as Eq. (10).

precision =
tp

tp+ fp
(10)

Before moving on to the results of the various experiments,

definitions of the attacks are needed. ‘‘Tempo’’ manipulation

attack is an attack environment that only changes the time

scale of audio without changing the pitch. On the other hand,

a ‘‘speed’’ manipulation attack is define as an attack environ-

ment in which the time scale and pitch value of the original

audio are simultaneously changed proportionally.

Tempo, pitch, and speed attacks all vary from 70% to 130%

relative to the original audio, with a 10% interval between

changes. Next, in the noise addition attack, white noise is

added to the original audio. The noise range is from 5dB

to 50dB, and the applied noise interval is 5dB. SNR(Signal

Noise Ratio) is a measure of how large the signal of the

original audio is compared to the noise. It is expressed in

decibels(dB). The larger the SNR value, the weaker the noise

level.

SNR =
Psignal

Pnoise
(11)

Last, the filtering attack is divided into a low pass filter

and a high pass filter. In the both filters, the filtering cut-

off frequency range is applied at intervals of 100Hz from

500 to 1000Hz.

A. TEMPO MANIPULATION

The first experimental environment is the tempo manipula-

tion attack. The vertical axis of Fig. 7 signifies precision of

each methods, and the horizontal axis presents the relative

length of manipulated audio compare to original one.

Both SAH and None method are the audio fingerprinting

system based on fundamental frequency. Thus, regardless of

the degree of manipulation, they get 100% of precision in the

tempo attack environment. Quad-based method also achieves

100% of precision in the range from 80 to 120%, but the

performances decrease significantly at 70% and 130% where

the degree of manipulation is large.
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FIGURE 7. Comparison results of resisting the tempo manipulation.

FIGURE 8. Comparison results of resisting the pitch manipulation.

FIGURE 9. Comparison results of resisting the speed manipulation.

B. PITCH MANIPULATION

Next, the horizontal axis in Fig. 8 means relative pitch degree

of manipulated audio compared to the original one. The 10%

of manipulation rate is defined as semitone. And the vertical

axis also signifies the precision of each algorithms.

The SAH method maintains its performances high in spite

of large amount of manipulate rate, whereas the Quad-based

method shows poor performances in all conditions except for

the original state. The None method achieves flat precision

rate, but its performance drops significantly in condition with

the 3 semitones increase attack.

C. SPEED MANIPULATION

In Fig. 9, the horizontal axis presents the relative length

of manipulation audio. In the speed manipulation attack,

the change occurs proportionally to the time scale and pitch

of the audio.

The SAH method achieves high performances in all con-

ditions. The Quad-based method shows high performances

similar to other methods in the range of 90 to 120% but does

not perform sufficiently in the large variation range.

D. NOISE ADDITION

In our experiment, noise addition attacks can be classified

into two types: 1) inserting white noise into the original audio

and 2) inserting white noise into the speedmanipulated audio.

In the figure of experimental results with the noise attack,

the horizontal axis of the graphs represents the SNR of the

manipulated audio.

Fig. 10 is experimental result of noise addition envi-

ronment with original audio and speed manipulation.

In Fig. 10 (a), all algorithms show 100% of precision in

the SNR range of 10 to 50dB. In the case of 5dB of SNR,

the Quad-based and None methods do not achieve 100% of

precision, but still record high detection rate of 98% and 97%,

respectively. In the environment where noise is inserted into

the original audio, the performances of three methods are

almost the same.

Next are the noise addition environments with speed

manipulated audio. The manipulated speed is divided into

95% and 105% of speed compare to the original audio.

In Fig. 10 (b), SAH shows nearly 100% of precision in all

conditions, which is the highest performance among those

of the methods. In Fig. 10 (c), an environment operated at

a 105% of speed, similar to in Fig. 10 (b), SAH achieves

nearly 100% of detection rate in all conditions. In the envi-

ronment of noise addition with speed manipulation, SAH,

Quad-based, and None methods show superior performance

in order.

E. FILTERING

Filtering attack is an attack environment that shows remark-

able improvement in performance of proposed method

compare to None method, which is a method of extracting

fingerprints from the original audio.

Fig. 11 is the experimental result of applying low pass

filter and high pass filter to audio. The horizontal axis in

graph is the value of the cut-off frequency applying the

filters.

In Fig. 11 (a), compared with the None method, the perfor-

mance of the SAHmethod, which uses fingerprints generated

from two audio having low and high frequency information,

is much improved. On the other hand, the Quad-basedmethod

shows a precision of 66% under the condition of 1000Hz

cut-off frequency, but rarely detected in the remaining

sections.

High pass filtering is an experimental environment that

retrieves audio onlywith high frequency components of audio

data, as opposed to the environment that applies low pass

filter. In Fig. 11 (b), Quad-based method has the highest

detection rate in the range of cut-off frequency 500 to 900Hz.

However, the precision is greatly decreased to 84% under

the condition that the cut-off frequency is 1000Hz. On the

other hand, SAH method shows the most stable performance

overall.
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FIGURE 10. Comparison results of resisting the noise adding with original data (a), the noise adding with speed decreasing (b), and the noise adding
with speed increasing (c).

FIGURE 11. Comparison results of resisting the low-pass filtering attack
(a) and the high pass filtering attack (b).

V. DISCUSSION

In this study we developed a method to extract fundamental

frequency-based audio fingerprints. By applying a hashing

method reflecting the characteristics of the audio contents,

the similarity between audio data is effectively calculated.

Since audio data can change irregularly in speed or pitch

manipulation, audio retrieval systems need more sophisti-

cated analysis to reflect the irregular properties. The pro-

posed method using FFMAP is utilized effectively to search

manipulated audio data. Previous studies extracted finger-

prints using spectral peaks [16]–[22], but these were affected

by the characteristics of the spectral peaks to change irregu-

larly according to manipulations. Utilizing the fundamental

frequency, the proposed method captured and characterized

the essence of the audio content. The retrieval performance

of the proposed method in extensive experiments showed that

the method is an effective approach to an audio fingerprint

system.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an audio fingerprint method has

a robustness against various attacks. The fundamental fre-

quency components extracted from an audio data are matched

with frame-fundamental frequency domain and compose fun-

damental frequency map (FFMAP). The initial FFMAP is

returned after several steps to normalize it. We employ a new

hashing method named as spatial adaptive hashing (SAH) in

the similarity calculation process to compare the similarity

between the audio contents. Similarity verification between

the generated hash codes is performed through the hamming

distance calculation. In order to prove the superiority of

the proposed algorithm, we accomplish comparison tests for

the matching time and the performance with the existing

methods. When SAH method is applied, the time required

for the matching audio is improved about 23 times com-

pared to the matching method using the existing Pearson’s

correlation score. The proposed method in this paper is to

perform the most stable audio detection with the comparison

of Quad-based and None method in various experimental

environments for random audios without any distinction of

genre.
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